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about 2 months ago

The Land – Such as natural features including views/vistas, street trees, terrain, watercourses

The Urban Form – Such as street grid, public domain, open space, roads, community facilities

The Built Form – Such as scale of buildings, material of buildings (e.g brick/weatherboard), fencing, generous
verges

The People – Such as cultural values, age and cultural mix

The Local Economy – Such as key industries, retail anchors and activity

The Local History – Unique history including built heritage and historical people and events

To �nd out which ward you are in, please click here.  

The exhibition period for the draft Local Strategic Planning Statement has now concluded.
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Phillip Kenny , about 1 month ago

We have an aging population in our ward, A high concentration of mobile home villages and generally
speaking retirement aged residents in our ward. However, there are no age care facilities in our area.When one
is sent to aged care it is Toukley or Wadalba as the closest and this is then a burden on the family to travel
long distances to visit loved ones. Especially those who visit them ever single day.Planning has to allow more
facilities for the aged in our location.
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Julzrox , 29 days ago

Where is your location Phillip? This question is for residents of the Budgewoi ward so from Toukley to
Gwandalan. Can you specify where the lack of aged care facilities are in this ward?

Phillip Kenny , 28 days ago
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Hi,I live at Chain Valley Bay.We have an over abundance of mobile home parks and as such a high
representation on aged residents with little or no services for them.Plans to have more mobile home
parks including in our area would be totally wrong.Also any development any where near ash dams and
mine workings would be totally wrong for future generations.We need good planning with community
consultation to prepare this region for the future, Not decisions made by people who do not live here or
understand our issues.

   

Phillip Kenny , 28 days ago

The lack of aged care facilities are in the northern end of our ward.

   

Advocate , about 1 month ago

The land is unique with patches of indigenous bushland throughout the suburbs connecting corridors to Lake
Munmorah Conservation Area , yet it has been decimated by urban development, coal ash dams and pollution
due to man's greed. It has played its part for the rest of NSW and needs to be allowed to recover.

   

Advocate , about 2 months ago

By breaking up the region into wards, it effectively allows some wards to maybe have more active, outgoing
people more than other wards. This is nothing more than a divide and conquer process and does not take into
account the unique attributes of areas outside the ward you live.
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